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ABSTRACT
Current virtual reality systems enable users to explore virtual
worlds, fully embodied in avatars. This new type of immersive
experience requires specific authoring tools. The traditional ones
used in the movie and the video games industries were modified to
support immersive visual and audio content. However, few solu-
tions exist to edit haptic content, especially when the whole user’s
body is involved. To tackle this issue we propose HFX Studio, a
haptic editor based on haptic perceptual models. Three models of
pressure, vibration and temperature were defined to allow the spa-
tialization of haptic effects on the user’s body. These effects can be
designed directly on the body (egocentric approach), or specified as
objects of the scene (allocentric approach). The perceptual models
are also used to describe capabilities of haptic devices. This way
the created content is generic, and haptic feedback is rendered on
the available devices. The concept has been implemented with the
Unity®game engine, a tool already used in VR production. A qual-
itative pilot user study was conducted to analyze the usability of
our tool with expert users. Results shows that the edition of haptic
feedback is intuitive for these users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growth of Virtual Reality (VR) devices have enabled the cre-
ation of new types of immersive experiences: 360◦ videos, VR video
games, virtual escape rooms, location base entertainment, or VR
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laser tags. Such experiences set the user at the center of the con-
tent, who is represented by an avatar. Having an avatar greatly
improves the immersion [9]. Indeed, research in VR has shown that
being able to see and control a virtual body triggers a sensation of
embodiment [21], even if this avatar does not fully fit the user’s
body [32].

While those experiences provide rich visual and audio feedback,
the sense of touch remains poorly stimulated. Haptic feedback is
often limited to the vibration of the hand controllers, commonly
included in VR setups. The lack of devices and of editing tools may
explain this situation. Nevertheless, haptics is still a very active
research field. Various new types of devices have been designed:
extended controllers [37], robotic arms simulating the contact with
an object [35], ultrasound-based devices remotely touching the
user [1], or vibrating vests. Very different sensations can therefore
be stimulated: vibration, light pressure contact, or force-feedback
for instance.

In this paper, we focus on the question of the creation and edi-
tion of haptic feedback. The challenge is to handle all the various
sensations. They have their specific sensitivity threshold that also
varies with the location on the body. Different haptic editors were
already created but they address few sensations or few body parts
[8]. Here we propose HFX Studio, an editor that illustrates the three
contributions of our paper: i) a device agnostic edition of haptic
sensations, ii) haptic perceptual models to encode haptic informa-
tion, and iii) an egocentric and an allocentric editing mode. The aim
of this approach is to create a single content that can be used with
any existing and future setups. As a first step, the edition of tactile
sensations (pressure, temperature and vibrations) is implemented.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to a
review of the state-of-the-art graphical haptic editors. HFX Studio
is then presented in Section 3. We have conducted a usability test
in order to validate our concept and to identify potential issues.
Protocol and results are presented in Section 4. Finally our approach
is discussed in Section 5 and conclusions are provided in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
Haptic rendering algorithms were originally designed to reproduce
realistic forces resulting from collisions. Then haptics has been
applied to other applications with new requirements. For instance,
haptics may be used to convey information where abstract move-
ments of a knob represent "haptic icons". The Hapticon editor has
been designed in this context and allows the control of the motion
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Figure 1: Haptic perceptual models. From left to right: pressure model, vibration model and temperature model. Vertices
density represents the two-point discrimination threshold.

curve of this device [13]. Similarly, the posVib editor allows to
edit vibration patterns [29]. It relies on a "perceptually transparent
rendering" system that hides the actuator latency to the designer.
Like the Hapticon, it features a curve editor but also provides a
multi-channel system to control multiple devices. But the author-
ing of vibrotactile patterns on several devices can be a complex
task. Thus, the tactiPED has been developed to simplify the editing
by representing the shape of the end device [26]. It allows to bet-
ter spatialize a vibration pattern. More recently, the Mango editor
was proposed [30]. It focuses on the creation of spatial patterns
for vibrotactile arrays: the designer intuitively draws a line or a
curve that is rendered on a matrix of vibrators. The same authors
developed the Macaron editor that allows the fine control of vibra-
tion curves as well as copy and paste features, and provides base
samples [31]. The authors showed that the fine control of the vi-
bration patterns in time enables the synchronization of vibrotactile
feedback to audiovisual content (e.g. animation). The importance
of the timeline has already been noticed by Cuartielles et al. [6].
The authors developed several iterations of visual editors for tactile
patterns to come to this conclusion. They also suggest to represent
the user’s body on which a vibrotactile pattern is designed. They,
however, do not provide details on the implementation.

In the context of entertainment applications, one would like to
edit haptic feedback in a way similar that visual (aka VFX) or sound
effects are authored. Numerous editors allowing to synchronize
haptic feedback to movie frames have been proposed (see [8] for a
review). They enable the design of force feedback [15][3], tactile
patterns [23] or motion effects [7]. While most of these works allow
the control of one specific device, other approaches relied on the
MPEG-V standard to describe abstract haptic feedback [36][22].
Special tracks of vibration, temperature or other sensorial effects
can be edited along a movie. Yet, this format cannot precisely locate
the effects on the whole user’s body.

Haptic authoring is also suitable for real-time 3D scene. The
HAMLAT editor enables the tuning of haptic properties to virtual
objects [12]: stiffness, damping, static and dynamic friction. This
tool is a custom version of the open-source modeling tool Blender
where haptic properties were added to the visual properties of a 3D
object. A MPEG-V based version has also been proposed [11]. These
two editors are device independent and thus describe abstract haptic
features. An original approach is the Vibroplay where the edition is
done within the virtual scene [17]. The represented user is directly
"touched" by the designer to create the haptic effects. The edition
is limited to arrays of vibrators though. Finally, the Immersion
company has developed an editor combining the authoring of 3D
scene and amulti-track system [28]. They relied on the Unity®game
engine and developed a plug-in to edit vibration curves for popular
video game controllers.

Hence, several works have addressed the edition of haptic feed-
back. It was often a solution to ease the control of a specific haptic
device, but some works attempted to provide an abstraction layer to
be compatible with any device. However, it seems that none of these
tools considered the haptic authoring from the user’s perspective.
It is always about what the device will render and not what the
user will perceive. Yet, the human perception will not change, and
thus it is a good way to represent haptic sensation. Besides, with
the growing number of VR experiences where the user is included
in the scene, the design of haptic sensations based on the whole
body is required.

3 HFX STUDIO
HFX Studio, is a haptic editor based on perceptual models to encode
haptic information for a VR experience. The key challenge is to
allow the design of multiple haptic sensations, at multiple locations
on the user’s body, that are synchronized with audiovisual content.
In this work, a perceptual model is defined as a 3D mesh, carefully
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designed, representing spatial haptic perception (currently vibra-
tion, pressure or temperature). Each perception has its own model.
In addition, two editing paradigms are proposed: egocentric and
allocentric. Haptic effects are set directly on the user, or haptic
objects are added to the 3D scene.

3.1 Haptic perceptual models
The perception of a haptic stimulus is due to specific mechano or
thermoreceptors. To represent unitary haptic perception cues [8],
we designed three haptic perceptual models. Here we focused on
the tactile aspect of the haptic perception (i.e. pressure, vibration
and temperature) which properly illustrates the need of a body
model. Besides most of the current haptic devices for mass-market
VR systems rely on tactile technology.

We define a perceptual model as a mesh (i.e. a set of vertices) that
represents the spatial acuity of a haptic perception (see Figure 1).
The two point discrimination stimuli is usually performed to assess
the spatial acuity. This way the haptic designer can select vertices
to be stimulated. It would be then not necessary to define an effect
between two vertices since it will not be felt. To design such models
we used measurements from the literature in haptics.

The work of Weber and Weinstein provided valuable knowledge
in the field of haptic perception [16]. Mancini et al. summarized
their work and conducted similar experimentations [25]. These
findings allowed us to define the body parts that compose our body
models and the measurements to be associated to the pressure
model. The body parts with their associated pressure acuity are:
the head (7.5mm), the torso (12.5mm), the upper arm (from shoul-
der to elbow: 22.5mm), the forearm (elbow to wrist: 17.5mm), the
hand (dorsum: 15mm, palm: 7.5mm, fingertips: 2.5mm), the upper
leg (from belt to knee: 23mm), the lower leg (from knee to ankle:
27.5mm), the foot (back: 17.5mm, sole: 7.5mm). The definition of a
perceptual model is challenging because perceptual thresholds may
vary with age or gender. In addition, the spatial acuity is assumed
to be homogeneous in our model although Mancini et al. suggest
that a gradient of thresholds can be considered between joints. Our
representation is suitable for this first approach since the lowest
threshold of the body part is used. The limitations of the models
are discussed in Section 5.

Vibrotactile acuity has been less studied than the pressure acuity.
The previous measurements are often used for spatial vibration
thresholds although the perception of vibration differs from the
perception of pressure. Indeed vibration propagates along the skin,
and depends on its temperature [5]. Frequency of the vibration also
influences the perceptual threshold [14], it is lower near joints be-
cause the bones better propagates the vibrations than the flesh [20].
We kept the body parts defined above and relied on studies from
the literature to identify the corresponding thresholds. Perception
of the vibration on the head depends on the location of the stimulus
[10]. Different distances were reported, we selected the shortest:
2.5mm. Perceptual threshold on the torso varies from 20mm to
30mm (it is lower for the middle line where the skin is thin [14]).
20mm was selected in our model. Perceptual threshold on the fore-
arm is close to 25mm while on the arm it is 50mm [5]. On the
palm, it is 10mm and the fingertips are still very sensitive with an
accuracy of 2mm [4]. The hand dorsum is a little bit less sensitive:

16mm [38]. Regarding the lower body, few data exists. Upper legs
threshold seems sensitive up to 30 mm [4]. We decided to apply the
same value for the lower leg. We decreased the threshold for the
foot dorsum (20mm) and for the foot sole (10mm).

While a body map of perceptual thresholds for cold and warm
stimuli exists [33], the spatial acuity of such stimuli is the less
documented. It is actually not trivial to define them since the per-
ceived temperature depends on the stimulated surface [18]. Actu-
ally, the first goal of this sense is to maintain the body temperature,
not to finely identify spatial temperature cues. Cain showed that
the spatial discrimination is poor but attempted to identify spatial
thresholds [2]. The head appears to be sensitive up to 50mm. The
sensitivity on the torso would also be higher than 50mm. The fore-
arm is less accurate with a threshold of 150mm. Since no data are
provided for the upper arm, we kept the same value: 150mm. Jones
indicated that the hand dorsum is sensitive up to 19mm [19]. We
used this value for the whole hand in our model. Finally no data is
available for the lower body parts, thus we kept the value for the
arm: 150mm. More psychophysical studies should be conducted
in order to refine this model. Nevertheless it poses the bases of a
first model for temperature acuity while being compatible with the
density of the current thermal displays (i.e. Peltier elements [27]).

To create the models, we used the generic human mesh of the
Autodesk Mudbox software with a very high density. The space
between vertices is about less than 2mm, and the height of the mesh
is 180cm. It was imported into Blender and groups of vertices were
selected to represent the different body parts. Then, for each part,
the decimate tool was run to reduce the density of vertex until a
mean target distance was reached. Table 1 shows the mean distance
for each group.

Table 1: Haptic perceptual models. Mean distances between
vertices in mm, and corresponding standard deviations.

Model Pressure Vibration Temperature
head 7.72 (3.50) 2.62 (1.22) 48.8 (22.8)
torso 13.0 (6.94) 20.1 (10.4) 50.4 (24.6)

upper arm 22.3 (14.3) 50.9 (31.0) 150.4 (86.3)
forearm 15.3 (12.6) 25.5 (19.5) 150 (87.63)

hand dorsum 15.2 (10.4) 16.1 (10.7) 20.0 (11.0)
hand palm 7.2 (4.56) 10.0 (6.10) 20.0 (11.0)
fingers 2.59 (1.64) 1.93 (0.69) 20.0 (11.0)

upper leg 25.2 (16.2) 30.0 (18.4) 149.0 (82.1)
lower leg 27.6 (19.1) 30.5 (21.0) 155.5 (89.9)

foot dorsum 17.3 (9.0) 20.5 (10.4) 147.7 (62.8)
foot sole 7.58 (4.7) 16.1 (10.7) 147.7 (62.8)

3.2 Authoring interface
Based on the models described above, we designed a graphical user
interface to allow user friendly authoring of haptic feedback. The
design of such interfaces has been thoroughly studied by Schneider
et al. in the context of vibrotactile feedback [30]. They proposed
requirements for the development of tactile editing tools, which
are applicable to other types of haptic feedback. Two sets of re-
quirements were identified: literature requirements and industry
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requirements. They were taken into consideration during the cre-
ation of HFX Studio.

Literature requirements gather height specifications from pre-
vious research works: real-time playback; load, save and manipu-
late; library of effects; device configuration; multiple channels (i.e.
multiple effects) and combination of effects; visual/direct control
metaphor; audio/visual context (i.e. synchronization to other sen-
sorial modalities); user feedback (i.e. allowing quick prototyping
and visualization of effects).

In addition to these requirements they interviewed experts to
identify six industry requirements: animation window (i.e. fine
control in space of haptic effect); timeline; object tool (i.e. haptic
effect considered as an object that can be translated or scaled);
path tool (i.e. motion of the object can be stored); haptic rendering
schemes (i.e. configuration of the haptic rendering); global parame-
ter tools (i.e. overall configuration of the haptic feedback such as
the intensity).

Our goal is to propose a tool allowing the haptic edition inde-
pendently from any device. Besides our haptic content must be
synchronized to audiovisual content. To do so, our implementation
is based on Unity®[34], a framework already used in video games
and VR productions (see Figure 2). Since version 2017, it features a
timeline system allowing the organization of animations, camera
shots, audio sequences or particle effects in time. The system is
not limited to linear scenarii though. Multiple timelines can be
created and triggered when necessary. We have extended this time-
line system to support haptic effects. Thanks to this tool, most of
the listed requirements are fulfilled: timeline, audio/visual context,
multiple channels, load and save, library of effects, object tool, path
tool. Device configuration is also supported (see section 3.3.1). We
developed two interaction paradigms to enable the edition of haptic
feedback: egocentric effects and allocentric effects.

Figure 2: Interface of the authoring tool. Based on the
Unity®timeline system, haptic effects may be synchronized
with other events and animations of the VR experience.

3.2.1 Egocentric effects. Egocentric effects can be directly drawn
onto the user (see Figure 3). To do so, the haptic designer paints on
a perceptual model, depending on the target sensation. The spatial
resolution of the effect is then defined by the density of vertices of
themodel. The parameters of the effect can be also tuned (frequency,

amplitude, intensity depending on the nature of the effect). The
temporal aspect of the effect is then defined in the timeline.

Once edited, the designer adds a haptic track in the timeline.
From there, the starting time and the duration of the effect is set.
Fade in and fade out curves may be drawn (see Figure 2 - bottom
right) to modulate the amplitude of the effect (values go from 0 to
1). Thus, various waveforms can be designed by playing with these
parameters. Also adding multiple effects on one track at different
locations on the user’s body generate a moving pattern.

This type of effect is created from the asset menu and generate
haptic asset file (vibration, pressure or temperature). These haptic
files can be saved, modified and used in other projects, as listed in
the design requirements.

Figure 3: Design of an egocentric effect of vibration. The de-
signer can directly select vertices to be stimulated and set
the frequency of the stimulus.

3.2.2 Allocentric effects. Allocentric effects are haptic effects that
are defined in the user’s space rather on the user’s body. They
can be seen as haptic objects that the user may touch. The haptic
designer may then add these objects into the scene and define
their shape and properties. Four effects may be added (temperature,
vibration, pressure orwind). Thewind effect is based on the pressure
perceptual model. Extra parameters are available to change the
shape (cuboid or sphere) or characteristics (temperature, frequency,
wind force). These haptic objects are represented by their bounding
box in the editor only. They are not meant to be visible within the
VR experience although they can be parented to any visible object.
For instance a regular sphere object, for which a spherical effect of
vibration is associated, becomes touchable.

Once located in the scene, allocentric effects also have to be
added to a custom track of the timeline. Haptic feedback is rendered
when the user is located in the haptic object and when this one is
activated in the timeline.

They are implemented as a new type of GameObject (i.e. object
in the 3D scene, see Figure 4). Like any GameObject, they may be
translated, rotated, scaled or animated, as listed in the requirements.

3.3 Haptic rendering
Once the VR experience starts, a Haptic Engine performs the haptic
rendering on the available devices. The haptic perceptual models
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Figure 4: Design of an allocentric effect. A haptic object of
vibration (red box) is located in the scene. It is felt when the
user steps into it.

remain a central aspect of the rendering since the description of
the device capabilities relies on them.

3.3.1 Haptic devices configuration. The configuration of a haptic
device relies on a perceptual model (see Figure 5). Properties of a
device (vibration, pressure, temperature, wind) and the simulated
body parts are directly specified on the model (i.e. selected vertices).
As listed in the requirements, many devices can be configured.
For instance, a vibrating armband is configured by choosing the
vibration perceptual model and selecting the vertices of the forearm
(left or right depending on the user). In addition, max and min
vibration frequencies of this device can be set.

Figure 5: Configuration of haptic device. Left - The Thalmic
Myo is an EMG arm band that have vibration capabilities.
Here it is configured to be worn on the user’s right forearm.
Right - A vibrating backpack is defined.

As a proof of concept, we implemented the rendering for sev-
eral consumer devices (see Figure 6). Vibrations are provided by a
Thalmic Myo (forearm), a Subpack M2 (back), the Oculus VR con-
trollers (hands). Temperature and wind are delivered by a Dyson

Pure Cool Link. Although is is unlikely that a device configuration
change, it can be edited. For instance a Myo can be worn on the left
or right forearm. The configuration should adapted accordingly.

Figure 6: User equipped with haptic devices: vibrating con-
trollers, vibrating armband, vibrating backpack. A fan pro-
viding wind and heat is also plugged in.

3.3.2 Rendering workflow. During the simulation, each haptic track
of the timeline is processed according to the workflow depicted in
Figure 7.

Haptic
Track

Compute
Collision

Haptic
Data

Previz
User 

Representation

Haptic
Engine

Activated
Device

Devices
Data

User
Pose

Perceptual
Model

Figure 7: Haptic Rendering workflow

The perceptual models are at the center of the rendering work-
flow. In the case of an egocentric object, haptic data (i.e. the list of
vertices defined by the designer) is directly provided to the haptic
engine. In the case of an allocentric effect, the user’s pose is applied
to the corresponding model and a collision detection is performed
between this model and the haptic object. If there is a collision, the
list of vertices inside the haptic object is computed. The collision
detection is performed on the GPU by a compute shader to ensure
a real-time simulation. The haptic data contain the list of vertices,
and also include the type of the effect (vibration, temperature, wind,
and pressure), the timestamp, and the parameters of the effect (fre-
quency, amplitude, temperature, wind force). Two sub-systems use
these data: a previsualization system and the haptic engine.

The Previz system colors the user’s avatar according to the de-
signed haptic effects (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). It allows the de-
signer to preview the rendering of the final haptic feedback. Vibra-
tions are displayed in red, pressure in green and temperature in blue.
The intensity of the effects changes the intensity of the colors. This
feature mainly serves debugging purposes, colors are not meant
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to be displayed to the actual end-user (i.e. not the haptic designer).
Colors are combined in the case of multiple effects happening at
the same time.

The Haptic Engine processes the haptic data for the haptic ren-
dering. Having the configuration of each available device, its role
is to distribute haptic data to the corresponding haptic devices. For
instance if vibrations on the user’s forearm should be rendered, it
sends these data to all devices located on the user’s forearm with
vibration capabilities (the Myo for instance). If not, the effect is not
rendered. To perform this distribution, the Haptic Engine compares
the list of vertices of the haptic data to the vertices in the haptic
device configuration files. Common vertices mean that the area can
be stimulated.

The rendering itself is performed by a script associated to each
device. Our architecture is generic since any device can be added.
The script receives haptic data from a callback function providing
the information needed for the rendering. If there is no device
matching the type of effect, the effect is not rendered. It has to
be noted that a device may render different types of effects. For
instance, peltier cells can provide heat and coolness but also illusion
of pain (thermal grill illusion), and vibrations can trigger illusion of
movement of the limbs [24]. In general any effect can be mapped
to any device, it is up to the device manufacturer to interpret the
haptic data.

4 PILOT USER STUDY
We have conducted a pilot user study to evaluate the usability of
our tool. The goal of this study was to identify design issues and to
evaluate the performance of users in designing haptic effects. We
have chosen to conduct a qualitative study to collect rich feedback
on the interface, inspired from previous work [30] [31]. The authors
asked participants to perform a temporal task (heartbeat pattern),
a spatial task (indicating a direction to a car driver) or a context-
based task (synchronizing a vibration to a visual animation). This
evaluation was based on the grounded theory; i.e. interviews were
conducted and patterns were identified from the results.

4.1 Evaluation protocol
We created a 3D scene in which we asked the participants to design
four groups of effects (see Figure 8). The scene was a virtual garage
in which a user was simulated, walking from point 1 to 4. Haptic
effects had to be synchronized with these locations and the given
timestamps.

The 3D scene was presented to the participants as well as a
demonstration of the timeline and of our authoring tool (edition of
egocentric and allocentric effects). Then we asked the participants
to complete the four following tasks.

T1 (Ambiance-based) From 00:00 to 02:00, the user is walking
nearby a fire. Design a warm area (30◦C) shaped as a sphere
(radius 2m), with an additional vibration effects on the floor
2mx2m (100Hz).

T2 (Spatial) The user is going to turn to the right. From 2:30 to
3:00, design a pressure effect shaped as a right arrow on her
or his back to indicate the direction.

T3 (Context-based) From 05:00 to 07:00 the user is walking in a
windy area where three lightning strikes happen. Design a

wind effect (2mx2mx3m), and synchronize a full body pres-
sure effect to the lightning strikes.

T4 (Temporal) The user is walking toward two people from
13:00 to 15:00. Design a heartbeat pattern on the torso (2
beat per second). Add a 0.5s fade in and 0.5s fade out to the
effect.

Tasks were not randomized in order to evaluate the learnability
of the tool. Participants were also free to take the time needed to
complete the task. If they were lost, they were helped. The goal of
this study was to identify the main design issues of the tool.

While performing the tasks we incited the participants to "think-
aloud" and comment everything they were doing. After each task,
we conducted a semi-structured interview to identify the partici-
pants’ feeling of their performance and satisfaction with the tool.
Even if we looked for qualitative data we also measured the effec-
tiveness (completion of the task) and the efficiency (completion
time) to get a comprehensive understanding of the usability.

Figure 8: Top view of the 3D scene. Haptic effects had to be
set at the four specified locations.

4.2 Results
We targeted Unity®experts and recruited eight male participants
(age x̄ = 38.25,σ = 10.79,min = 21,max = 54). We asked them
to evaluate their expertise from 0 (never used) to 5 (daily use):
x̄ = 4.31,σ = 0.80. We also asked for their expertise in timeline
(x̄ = 0.25,σ = 0.46) and in haptics (x̄ = 1.12,σ = 1.90). The study
lasted about 40 minutes.

All participants succeeded in the completion of the four tasks. For
instance, Figure 9 shows the arrows drawn by three participants
(task T2). Since we asked for artistic tasks, we only judged the
overall appearance of the results. There was no strongly defined
locations for allocentric effects or exact patterns for egocentric
effects.
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Figure 9: Results of task 2 for P2, P3 and P4. Participants
succeeded in drawing a right arrow on the user’s back.

Regarding the completion times, we noted an average of 330.75s
(σ = 126.46,min = 176,max = 506) for T1. T2 was 199.63s long
(σ = 68.74,min = 115,max = 339), 309s for T3 (σ = 84.80,min =
234,max = 450), and 191s for T4 (σ = 80.87,min = 110,max = 344).
T1 and T3 are longer than T2 and T4 because two effects had to
be created. Also, T1 is the longest task since it was the first one.
Regarding these measures we observed that P3 (506s), P5 (497s)
and P8 (405s) spent more time on T1 than other participants did.
Otherwise completion times were similar. This let us think that the
authoring metaphors make sense for a Unity®expert user.

The analysis of the observation and interviews of the participants
led to four themes.

4.2.1 Egocentric effects. The egocentric approach was less obvious
for the participants since there is no object to add to the scene
hierarchy. Once the menu identified and the asset file created, the
properties were however easily found in the Inspector window as
usual. Interestingly P8 found this type of effect "quite intuitive".

However the addition of the effect to the timelinemade sense as it
is the only link between the effect and the scene. The difference with
allocentric effect is that a track may contain different egocentric
effects while an allocentric track is dedicated to one haptic object.
Except for P4 and P7, all participants created two pressure tracks
for T2 and T3.

4.2.2 Allocentric effects. The edition of allocentric effects was the
more intuitive for the participants since they behave similarly to
standard GameObjects. The creation, placement and re-scaling
within the scene was not a difficulty at all. Specific properties were
quickly found since they appear in the Inspector window similarly
to other properties. P6 reported that it was "pretty obvious too use".

One drawback we observed was the fine placement of haptic
object for some participants. Because they are represented by a
wireframe always over other objects, their position is not always
well perceived. These participants noticed the mislocation when
the haptic effect was not depicted on the user representation during
playback. Thus, they went back in edition mode to adjust the posi-
tion again. This limitation is however due to the implementation
in Unity®.

We also identified that the use of the timeline was not clear at
first for allocentric object. Once defined in the scene, it was not
straightforward for the participants to define a duration in the
timeline since the effect is not supposed to be active when there is
no collision.

4.2.3 Interface control. Overall, the tool was greatly appreciated
(P3: "very intuitive tool", P5/P6: "nice tool", P7: "works pretty well").
Since it is deeply integrated in Unity®, participants were familiar
with all the interaction techniques, even with a low expertise with
the timeline system. P2 stated that the color on the user represen-
tation helped to figure out how the haptic feedback would feel
like.

Two main points were criticized during the edition, especially
for egocentric effects. First, the navigation window to rotate the
camera around the perceptual model was slightly different from
the one of the scene view. It was confusing for some users. Second,
all participants reported that the painting tool on the perceptual
model was too limited. So far only the vertex-by-vertex selection is
possible which can be cumbersome for drawing complex patterns.
Selection tools used in standard 3Dmodeler should be implemented.

4.2.4 Design choices. Finally, the results highlight different design
strategies. To complete T3 participants were asked to design a full-
body pressure effect on the user, synchronized to the lightning
strikes. Most participants hesitated between an egocentric or an
allocentric effect, especially P2 and P4, although they all ended up
with an egocentric effect. Actually both methods can be used. The
same vertices will be sent to the renderer (see Figure 7).

T4 was the design of a heart beat pattern, without strong indica-
tions. Most participants asked the question of using a vibration or
a pressure pattern. Six of them used an allocentric vibration effect
on the torso to generate a regular pulse of 2Hz. P3 and P8 chose
a pressure pattern and precisely defined the pulse pattern on the
timeline.

5 DISCUSSION
This first usability study shows that our authoring tool can be
used to design haptic feedback. Actual haptic feedback was not
evaluated here for two reasons. First, we wanted to evaluate the
relevance of the colorization of the user representation to indicate
haptic effects. Participants felt comfortable with this representation.
Color feedback represented well the designed haptic sensations.
Location and intensity were properly conveyed. Only the choice
of color might be arguable. Secondly, haptic devices able to render
an extremely fine haptic feedback on the whole user’s body are
hardly accessible. Nevertheless, thanks to the results of this study,
the authoring tool will be improved and deeper user studies will be
conducted. The iterative process of haptic authoring with actual
haptic feedback will be especially evaluated.

We expect to integrate other devices. For instance, gloves based
on microfluid textiles could be a proper illustration of pressure
effects, as well as the ultrasonic based device [1]. Force-feedback
effects (and devices) will be also be supported. Allocentric effect
will naturally fit the current haptic algorithms (i.e. collision with
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objects). This edition of egocentric effect will require more adapta-
tion though. To support force-feedback devices, haptic data should
also contain vertices position and velocity.

Another issue with the devices is the co-localisation of grounded
devices and allocentric effects. For instance, we used a Dyson Pure
Cool Link to perform effects of wind or of temperature. The device
is placed in the actual user’s space in a way to match its virtual
position. But most of the VR applications allow teleportation to
move over long distances in the virtual environment. The actual
position of the device could be then obsolete. Teleporting systems
must consider these constraints. More generally, more and various
devices will be supported to identify the limitations of our system.

A central point of our approach is the use of the perceptual
models to formalize the description of haptic feedback and hap-
tic devices capabilities. The proposed models integrate findings
from the literature to spatially encode haptic information. If the
spatial acuity for pressure is well known, vibration and tempera-
ture perception are less documented. Psychological studies must
be conducted to refine and validate the design of our models. For
instance, perceptual thresholds for vibration depends on the stim-
ulus frequency. HFX Studio could be of great help to design such
experiments. In addition, the temporal aspect should be taken into
account. For instance, in the case of thermal perception, temporal
changes influence the spatial acuity [18]. The persistence of an
effect should also be studied. Finally, other factors such as gender
or age alter the haptic perception. A personalized adaptation to
the end-user could be added. For instance, the model should fit the
user’s morphology.

The design of egocentric and allocentric effects may be improved.
As described in the results, the selection of vertices on a perceptual
model is basic. Designers expect a modern tool featuring many
selection options. This will be implemented in future work. In
addition to that, we will explore other "painting" methods. The
edition on a 2D representation (i.e. textures) may be easier than
on 3D models. Regarding the allocentric effects, the edition was
reported as straightforward but only basic shapes are available
(sphere and cuboid). A fine edition of the bounding box will be
implemented. For instance, one would like to have an allocentric
effect matching exactly the shape of another object. In this study
we focused on unitary haptic effects. Yet an actual haptic sensation
may combine several of these effects. For instance, the feeling of
a hand on is a combination of pressure and temperature. Another
functionality we would like to add is a list of high-level effects.

Our approach is currently implemented with the Unity®game
engine, but it is not limited to it. Using the same perceptual models,
different haptic editor could be created. They will produce the same
data that could be easily decoded by any other haptic rendering
application relying on the models. The goal of our approach is to
create one content that can be rendered on any setup.

6 CONCLUSION
A new haptic editor based on haptic perceptual model was pre-
sented. It allows the edition of egocentric (user’s space) or allo-
centric (world space) effects in a device agnostic way. So far, three
models of vibration, pressure and temperature are proposed. The

rendering is then performed on any available devices, with their
capabilities described with the perceptual models.

The editor was implemented in the Unity®game engine, with the
support of several haptic devices. A pilot user study investigating
the usability of the tool was conducted with height experts. Results
showed that the edition of haptic feedback was easy and intuitive.
Moreover it provided many inputs for enhancing the tool.

Future work will be dedicated to the improvement of the core fea-
tures. Perceptual models manage the spatial encoding of the effect
so far. The temporal aspect should also be taken into consideration.
The number of effects will be extended to other types of haptic
sensations (i.e. force feedback), more devices will be supported to
validate the effectiveness of the models.

Numerous iterations are required to finely adjust the mapping
between haptic sensations and haptic devices. But this tool is al-
ready usable for current VR productions with real-time content or
omnidirectional videos. We believe that it will lead to new types of
immersive haptic-audiovisual experiences.
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